This study focuses on developing railway facility charging scheme and more understanding of its corresponding regulations, which is to be utilized as a principal guideline toward a railway competitive market in future. European countries where railway competition is already in place have referred as case studies. The study first defined what the railway facility charges are based upon a spatial concept, railway networks with links and nodes. There are two types of charging: first is on railway tracks which are identical to links, and another at stations which are identical to nodes, such that the railway facility charges become a summation of track charges and station charges covering all the railway networks. Next, we have identified what the objectives of imposing track and station charges are, including factors being able to reflect each objective. 6 objectives are proposed as for the track charges, and 3 objectives as for the station charges. The factors found are accordingly belonged to the objectives. In the end, relevant regulations are compared with the European regime to diagnose what further requirements or/and principals have to be guided into them. In summary, both charging scheme and the direction of regulation updates can be utilized in setting an appropriate charging scheme and corresponding regulations to ensure fair competitions.
Stage 1: Identification of factors affecting track charges ← ⦁Weight of train speed: imposing more charges to the train with higher speed ⦁Weight of train types: different level of track charges are applied based upon service types provided, purposes of passenger travel, forward, journey distance, trial run, vacant trains, and construction purpose trains ⦁Policy related factors: imposing relatively less charges onto subsidized railway. This is within an aspect of PSO ⦁Incident/Accident penalty: a penalty is applied to operators with more number of incidents/accidents (but, incentives to operators with less events) ⦁Punctuality: incentives is applied to operators with better punctuality 
철도시설사용료 구성 체계

앞서 언급된 바와 같이 시설사용료는 공간적 개념인 링크(link)
에서 발생되는 선로사용료와 노드(node)에서 발생되는 역사사용료 ⦁Defined the role of the IM and the framework for infrastructure charges ⦁This directive made it mandatory to publish a Network Statement (NS), containing information about conditions for access, available infrastructure, tariff system, and principles and criteria for capacity allocation, including procedures, requirements, schedule, available services, principles for congested infrastructure and various restrictions ⦁Article 7 of this directive lays out the allowable principles of the charging systems. The principles include: -Tariffs must be directly related to the cost that the IM incurs for providing services -A congestion charge may be included in the tariff -An environmental charge may be included, provided that other modes are charged at a comparable level -Costs may be averaged over different types of rail services and times -Infrastructure maintenance charges may be levied during infrastructure maintenance periods -A capital cost mark-up may be implemented on projects where markets can bear it -Discounts cannot discriminate against RUs (e.g. cannot be applied to a specific RU) and are permitted only for two reasons: * For something that is related to savings incurred by the IM, or * For new services, only during an initial start-up period -A time-limited environmental compensation may be implemented to benefit RUs for unpaid environmental, accident and infrastructure costs of competing modes. In a situation of a single RU, such benefits must be passed on to users -The directive encourages IMs to set up a performance scheme with bonuses for RU efficiencies and penalties for inefficiencies Table 8 참조). 
